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College To Acquire
Computer System
BT EDITH HeGANDY
Final plans for updating the com-
puter services for students at Woos-t-er
are currently being carried out
with an almost certain goal of
September 1S83 in mind for 'the
completion of the first stage, of
development
The computer system at Wooster
was carefully planned 12 years ago
to meet the needs of students,
faculty and administrators as eco-
nomically as possible. The College
made an intelligent decision which
was Hmlv in liffht of the ffrowine
needs which the College was expe
riencing, according 10 reier
Havholm, College Relations Offi-
cer. Now. however, with Crowing
student need, expansion in tie field
of computers, ana piummeung
costs of computer systems in mind,
the College has decided to expand.
The former tvstem. still in use
until the new system is fully oper
ating, enables computer users u
send information back and forth to
Rattelle Institute in Columbus to be
processed. The system has been
very effective, but the new system
will bring the "brain" of the com-mrt-er
network to Wooster. rather
boa. ' i,! "
".. Havholm cites two reasons for
system: First that "it becomes less
and less cost effective to depend on
the big computers at Battelle when
w ran afford our own system."
nit eoMvtrilv 'the venerat realiza
tion that computers are not limited
to tools ior experts."
Lewis Discusses
German Attitudes
Before WI
BY KAREN SAPIO
In a recent article, American
statesman George, Kennan stated
that one of the most dangerous
things about the current arms race
is an attitude of inevitability on tne
oart of those who hold power.
Political leaders of both the right
and left are indulging in the apoca
lyptic vision that the events of our
times are an indication of the
imminent end of the world.
Speaking at last Wednesday's
convocation. Dr. Beth Irwin Lewis
addressed the topic of such apoca-
lyptic visions and how such visions
have affected intellectuals in the
periods Just before the world's
most horrible wars.
In the years before 114. states
Lewis, Europe was pervauea oy a
deed seeded collective neurosis
which prepared the continent for
war. The period from 1870-191- 4 was
characterized by glorified national-
ism based on military power. The
arms race between the continent's
arch rivals, Germany and Great
Britain made an eventual ciasn
seem inevitable.
However. Lewis- - continues, there
was a certain amount of alarm at
this attitude expressed by a Euro--
Continued on Page 10
The latter motivation could be
en as a controlline idea for tne:
new system which is geared toward
the average student, not necessari-
ly the computer science major
only. Havholm emphasises, "It
doesn't require even Beginning
computing classes to understand
and to use tne new system." tie
mentioned, for example, the advan-
tages of mini computer over type- -'
writer tor word processing.
The new system is oaseu on a
distributed computing." rather
than "centralised computing,"
which allows the integration of all.
the existing systems on campus as
well as the capacity to deal with
anv nersonallv owned computers
students might have.
The mechanics ox tne system
changeover will begin soon with the
installation of special cables called
a "broad band communications
network." The cables will run from
the central mini-compute- r, which
will be located temporarily in An-
drew! library until Taylor has
been renovated, to the academic
buildings and dorms.
The academic ouiioings win Be
fitted with terminals ;.(29 will be
installed) and the dorms will be
equipped with "black boxes," --or
Packetlzed communications units
'
- Continued on Page 11 -- : r:
Bucher Avarded Lincoln Chair:
Bennett Addresses
By BRIAN EOWLAND
On iioadav nieht. October S. the
lineoln Chair of Religion was
awarded to Professor Glenn Buch-
er. The dedication featured an ad
dress by one of this country's most
noted twentieth-centur- y theolo- -
r
--
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Glenn R. Bucher
gians, John C. Bennett, President
Emeritus of Union Theological
Seminary in New York.
Bennett, who published his first
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Tfco cosrrter ee wl erestuaTy hit staid Wooster. Eynext year.:
acccrilrt to Coege Kelztiocs CJIcer Peter XUvholnw wooster wa
-- aecrirs tew eosrar t-cfcs- clrries wt!eh wl ttTT tie Ccr Into,
fte eftnry. hata Lastratjn by KotLar A. Puarali. ,
paper some fifty years ago, and
has been awarded some twenty-tw- o
honorary degrees, delivered an ad-
dress entitled, "Reflections of a
Realist: American Power and Re-
sponsibility."
The subject was a particularly
appropriate one beeause, as Dr.
Bennett noted, "Both Dr. Bucher
and I, though we belong to different
generations, have been greatly in-
fluenced by what is called "Chris-
tian Realism."
"Christian Realism," according
to Bennett, "is the name grren to a
movement which began in the
1930's and is associated chiefly with
Reinhold Niebuhr," a contempo-
rary and colleague of Bennett's.
This school of thought can be
seen in two contexts: First, it "was
a response to the evidence of the
stubbornnessaf evil in society and
the tragic nature of much human
mystery." Specific examples of this
include both World War I and the
rise of fascism in the ore-Wor-ld
War I years.
Secondly, "It was a reaction
against what are now obviously
illusory expectations about, the hu-
man future in history that pre-
vailed both in secular circles and in
liberal Christian circles in the first
quarter of this century-- "
. One example he cited was the
adamant belief that World War I
had been the "war to end wars."
; ICore generally, society seemed
Ceremony
to be pervaded by "a great assur-
ance of continuing progress, per-
haps even inevitable progress. We
believed that education, science
and democracy would be the instru-
ments of programs. Western civili-
sation would become dominant in
the world." Moreover, there was a
belief that the Anglo-Saxo-n humani-
ty would become the great molder
of the future of all humanity.
It was against this overly4dealis-ti- e
and culturally racist ideology
that Niebuhr railed. In a 1S32 book.
Iforal Ifan and Immoral Society.
Niebuhr established the foundations
of Christian Realism when he
"used Marxist views of history to
debunk liberal illusions."
Later he went on to refute Marx-
ism, as it was manifested in Stalin-
ism, through the use of Christian
theology. ;
Niebuhr's main contention inUit.,1 Uan and Immoral Society
was that groups or societies are
Inherently more immoral umi wur
Continued on Page 12
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.
lad off tfco quarter coffoo ond
coavorsotlo for students,
fwwtlty mnd wdwiMtUlftlew.
WodMsdoy. Novoaikwr 17.
IttM .mM Lowry Cantor.
Soccer Team
Takes Tourney
BY DON SANDFORD
For the final time this season, the
College of Wooster Fighting Scots
pulled on their home uniforms and
took the field. It was a classic
match-u- n between the two OAC
titans: wooster ana tne unio wes
leyan University Battling Eisaops.
No other team in the past seven
years ' has won the Conference
crown, and this year proved to be
no different
OWU entered the match with a
record of 17-1-- 3. The Scots, who
always play a highly demanding
schedule, had a mark of 5-12--L The
M,atH mmrmA All with th fact
paced play that was to be the
earmark of the entire game. Both
teams were hustling after every
ban. and though the temperatures
were only in the 50's. the men had
broken sweats early in the first
naif. - -
Neither team was able to get off
many shots (5 for Wooster and 7 for
Wesleyan), and the game was
played mostly in the middle of the
field.
The high intensity of play result-
ed to a fight at the 25 minute mark.
A Wesleyan player grabbed the leg
of senior ruunacx jonn uarcL&s
and in the ensuing clash, one play-
er from each scfuad was ejected
from the game. The BatUizg E-1- -op
who was sent ort was one cf tie
players that Bob Nye UJ crLrr
termed - as v "dangerous." Ecth
teams played one player down tsr
the duration of the match. '
The second half started out with
the same intensity as the first. It
was 10 minutes into play that the
"Mauser Connection" a"ain cacht
fire. Younger brother Tom fed to
George, who deftly drCLled past
two defensemen and then slammed
a shot past the OWU keeper.
From that point on, the Battling
Bishops were never very threaten-
ing and each attempt to penetrate
the Wooster backfield was turned
away. Sophomore John Clemens
seemed to come to Lfe at that poist
in the game, sending ail balls that
came his way back down the field
and once taking it himself an the
way down the right wing to set up
an opportunity for the Scots.
With only 15 minutes left to play,
the Scots John Harding suffered
another vicious tackle and had to
be helped from the field. Three
Continued on Page 11
UOYT2S ON CA1ZPU3
You wont want to miss eXher of
tv tm mntUi nn nminu this
weekend. Starting it off at 7:C0 on
Friday night wiu be me wanaer-ers.- "
an excellent comedy-dram- a
about street life in the Bronx in
1883 which also includes a magnifi-
cent sound track.
BIrM ttm.r that, at :Xi. the
wonderful classic "Arsenic and Old
Lace" wul delight you with its taie
nt twn mtrrdif-n- n hut verv ouaint
old spinsters and their nephew.
played by cary urani. in case you
miss them Friday night, you can
catch them on Saturday. "Arsenic
and Old Lace" will be at 7:00 and
"The Wanderers" win be at 9:30 in
Mateer. .
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Brezhnev's
The following was written prior to the death of Soviet President
Brezhnev on November 10. In spite ot his death, Mr. Brezhnev's recent
hawkish warnings to the west can be
Soviet policy, as has been the case in the past Kegaraiess or Mir.
Brezhnev's demise, the message contained here remains applicable.
If peace and freeze groups at all felt serious that the Soviet Union
would ever give in to humanitarian pressures. President Brezhnev did a
fine job of dispelling that notion as he spoke before his armed services
officers October 27, carrying the message that the United States was ready
A very militaristic speech by any
on being threatening, Mr. Brezhnev accused the United States of
"deepening tension and aggravating"
Even more foolish in the Soviet leader's litany was his line that the Soviet
Union is for "detente and strengthening
If --his words were the same as his
confused. The Soviets are for detente when detente behooves them, as it
did in the 1970s. Edward Teller, a physicist and senior fellow at The Hoover
Institution, has made light of the Soviet's paradoxical detente policy. While
detente was at its zenith in the previous
says Mr. Teller, "increased in yield,
same period, and currently includes
excess of what the United States ever had."
Yet another recent hypocrisy was Mr. Brezhnev's freeze proposal
Calling for a freeze on threater nuclear
would have left NATO countries in a
Soviet President gave credence to
intermediate range missle force with
per week.
The double talking politician is as
Soviet propensity to say one thing while doing another Breznners
October 27 speech being just an example it became clearer that the
disarmament community has pointed fingers at the wrong protagonist The
evil eye of, say, the European Peace
States as being the aggressor, in spite
reduction offers.
President Brezhnev's speech before his military aides should be taken
seriously and must be analyzed without neglect. It adds substance to the!
need for a bolstered deterrent force in the West, and. we must hope, should
temper the sentiments of the disarmament community.
Cleveland Concerned About
Future Of Speech Dept.
To the Editor,
I am very concerned that the
Educational Policy Committee has
decided that a faculty position must
be cut from the speech department.
Have the members of this commit-
tee even considered the negative
effects on students?
Students will no longer be able to
come to debate at the college. The
program would not be run if only
three faculty would have to carry
the full teaching load. The radio
and Speech and Hearing Clinic
would have to cut back their pro-
grams. .The Speech Department
will now only be able to handle
Independent Study for speech ma-jors.
The Speech Department on cam-
pus offers academic credit for ra-
dio work, debate, and clincal expe-
rience in the Speech and Hearing
Clinic. There are many positive
things about our Speech Depart-
ment It is the only department to
offer an academic extracurricular
activity, but it also gives academic
credit I feel that the decision of the
EdUan
C1ZIZ3T. .AdvertlMtag klgr.
Hypocrisy
expected to remain the foundations of
standards, even bordering at times
the world situation "to a maximum
international security."
deeds, world order would be less
decade, the Soviet nuclear arsenal.
accuracy and diversity during the
a total nuclear explosive power in
forces (which, if carried to fruition.
drastically inferior position), the
this proposal by bolstering bis
additional SS-20-s at the rate of one
old as man himself. But given the
Movement has pointed at the United
of the current administration's arms
.
.
I
Timothy E. SpenceJ
EPC is going to hurt students
and not the department --The radio
will no longer be able to handle the
broadcasts of minor sports nor
build its program.
Al Cleveland, Box 13Ss
B.S.A Opposes :
Council Decision
To the Editor:
The Black Student's Association
would like to inform the college
community that we are- - not io
support of Campus Council's disso-
lution. We believe supporting- - the
dissolution would .be against our
best interest since - we feel thatCampus Council's decision is di-
rectly related to the Black Stu-
dent's Association receiving outside
funds which Campus Council had
not approved.
Algia Clark
President of The
Black Student's Association
WRL Responds To
Of J. Miasio, W. S
Dear Editor.
Jim Forest has sent me, from the
Netherlands, the copy of the origfc
nal charges against bim in which
the War Registers League was also
named. John Miano and .Warren
Seidel wrote that the WRL was
primarily supporting communists
and anarchists who objected to
fighting to defend America against
their own kind, but would be willing
to fight a 'class war ia order to
bring about the demise of capital
ism and democracy...
Let me say first that the response
by James Forest was useful, both
in its political clarity and in the
effort he made to go beyond sear-
ing debating points, to reaching the
emotional issues involved. Second.
the retraction and apology by .Sei
del and Miano was clear and expl-
icit which leaves me convinced that
with. further discussion they could
be won to a quite different point of
view. When two men can admit
they have been wrong they have
taken a step that is truly revolu-
tionary, for it is exceptionally hard
for any of us to admit we have been
wrong.
War Resisters League, formed in
.1923. opposes all use .of organized
Bowin Thanks
Tothe Editor:
-- 1 would like to take this space to
thank the students who helped the
Student Government Association
successfully collect, its. many,
projects this quarter.
Without concerned and ' involved
individuals, we' might never have
seen the bus shuttle to and from the
Cleveland Hopkins Airport at the
beginning of the quarter: the effi-
ciency of a summer storage system
organized and run by students: the
election of representatives to the
SGA General Assembly: the publi-
cation of the New Student Directo-
ry: the allocation of over (3,200 to
campus groups: the distribution of
first aid kits to RA's: the growing
violence, in class war, civil war,
revolution, or in conflict between
states. This' does not mean we are
neutral We supported the right of
the Vietnamese to fight against the
American . invasion by .whatever
means they chose. I wish they had
fhfHHTi. as Gandhi did. the method
of nonviolence. But the oppressor
has no right to dictate to the
oppressed by what method the re-
sistance should be carried out I
would hope a woman facing rape
would find nonviolent, methods of
resisting but I would fully sup-
port the right of a woman to use
violence to resist rape.
WRL was accused by the Com-
munist Party of being pro-Na-zi
because we didnt support World
War H. when the Soviet Union was
an ally of the U.S. Today, we are
accused of being pro-Sovi-et Sim-
ply, we support life, and con-
science, and peaceful revolution
as earried out by Gandhi and King.
, In an age when nuclear war can
end an debate it is urgent that we
see the individual citizens of the
Soviet Union and of South Afri
ca, and Israel, and Syria, and the
Palestine Liberation Organization,
and Guatemala, and Nicaragua
SGA Members
solidarity of the Umbrella- - Support
Group for .campus organizations;
the college conference for student
leaders; the emergence of an alter
native book exchange for students
in the form of a bookboard;. and the
pit-sto- p forums on Wooster's
change-ove- r from the . quarter to
The semester- - system . ? the motion
ana vote to dissolve Campus Coun-
cil, and the $6 housing fee in effect
over winter break. --. r
' Again, to those students who took
part in our programs, I offer my
sincere thanks; we look forward to
your participation in campus activ-
ities next quarter.
Monica Bowin
President
Student Government Association
Article
eidlel "
as sisters and brothers with whom
we may disagree, with whom we
way struggle, uiu wimc uwuu wdo not want on our hands, v, - r
-
: All men and wemen make mis- -'
takes.' ' : Warren" Seidel and John'
Miano made a serious mistake.
Which makes them part of the
human family. Their willingness to
apologize in print brings them
much closer to the pacifist view
than they may realize. '--
David IfcRemolds
.
War Eesisters League
New York, New York
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News
Digest
Leonid L Brezhnev, President of
the Soriet Union, died Nor. 10,
; unbeknownst to toe West He was
Brezhnev's death, announced yes-
terday at 3:00 a.m., came - just
three days after the 63rd anniversa-
ry of the Bolshevik Revelation, and
13 years after Brezhnev took pow-
er. .
At press time, it was expected
that a successor would be officially
named next week.
BEIRUT Rule by decree was
approved by the Lebanese Parlia-
ment for the next 6 months. This
would allow wide-rangi- ng changes
in many aspects of the government
Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan re-
quested decree powers after form-
ing a ten member cabinet , last
week. Sectarian conflicts in the
Shouf Mountain Range1 remain a
serious problem for the govern-
ment and Israeli Foreign Minister
Yitzhak Shamir reportedly told a
congressional group that it would
be months before Israel can with-
draw her troops.
MOSCOW U.S. F--l fighters
stationed in Northern Japan are
being protested by the Soviet Un-
ion, which are in range of Soviet
bases. The U.S.-Japane- se agree-
ment was protested by the Russian
ambassador in Tokyo, reports the
official news, agency Tass. The
Soviets declared that they will take
unspecified 'defense measures."
WARSAW Strikes over the
outlawing of the Solidarity, labor
onion were set for Wednesday, and
the martial law regime vowed to
crush the protests, seizing a press
and radio transmitters. ormer ac-
tivists were put into protective
custody. Earlier, the Pope was
asked to visit Poland by Archbish-
op Glemp and General Jaruzelsxi,
to help defuse the protests. Glemp,
however, has defended the strikers
right to protest saying Poland is
suffering humiliation and have a
right to protest Glemp added that
we would do "everything to prevent
bloodshed." .
MADRID A deadlock continues
in the 35-mem- ber European Securi-
ty Council East-We- st over human
rights. The Council reconvened af-
ter an S month recess and the
Western delegates accused Moscow
of violating - the . Helsinki agree-
ment Meanwhile, Premier Brezh
nev accused the U.S. of blocking
arms talks and "even preparing for
war." A State Department official
countered by condemning "an un
relenting soviet buildup" lor tne
past 20 years.
TEHRAN Iranian troops
pushed into Iraqi territory, mark
ing a new pnase in ine za-monxn-- oia
conflict Iranian artillery is within
shelling range of a major highway,
officials report Iran's President
Ali Khamenei called for the over-
throw of Iraqi leader Hussein, and
declared that Iran's troops will
move against Baghdad, when they
find it necessary. --" .'
WASHINGTON John De Lo-rea-n,
the mOonatre auto execu-
tive, will be fighting his indictment
on drug trafficking charges with a
defense that he was entrapped by
federal agents, bis lawyer reported.
De Lorean pleaded innocent of
cocaine trafficking after being re-
leased on S10 million bail.
BILOXL MBS. 23 inmates
were killed and 61 injured after a
fire was set by a mentally de-Contin- ued
on Page I
MBMsMorest
Addresses
The following Is a letter sent to
The Wooster Voice by Jim Forest.
a member of the International Teh
lowship of Reconciliation. Mr. For
est was a part of The college of
wooster's Peacemaking Sympos
ium, held here in October.
Dear Friends,
I am grateful to Nancy tokens
for sending me, here in Holland,
the October 8 issue of The Wooster
Voice. It is good to see the apology
by --Warren Seidel and John Miano
Still more appreciated is the space
that has been given in the Voice to
the Issues their article touched on,
something which goes well beyond
correcting series of particular jour-
nalistic errors.
They are not the only ones who
have responded to the peace move
ment by denouncing it or its lead
ers, as Communist Just a few days
after the peacemaking conference
in Wooster ended. President Re--
again spoke in nearby Columbus
denoucning the Freeze campaign
and portraying it as being lea oy
those who seek "the weakening of
America."
The same message was the main
theme of the October Readers Di-
gest which presented the Soviet
KGB as the master pupetteer
putting on demonstrations for the
nuclear weapons Freeze and other
steps toward disarmament These
are only two of many indications
that there are people in the US
who, as happened in the 1950s, will
paint red anyone arguing that we
are now more tnreatenea oy war
itself than any politicial adversary.
- in eaUinit me a Communist War
tren seidel ana Jonn luano were
choosing the method of de-hu-m anix- -
ling opponents rather than debating
kheir proposals.
in the American context, tne
Communist label is especially
damning. I met one older woman at
the Wooster conference whose fath-
er committed suicide In the '50s
Bower Attacks
Dear Editor.
I am writing in response to Dan
Howes' article on the campus con-
cert issue. He quotes Ken Dixon as
saying the problem of no concerts
rests on the athletic department
and Bob Nye. This is an area where
Mr. Dixon certainly has not done
his homework.
First of all Mr. Dixon states that
the athletic department appears to
be reluctant to have concerts in
their "sacred" gym. The concern
for damaging the gym floor or
other areas of the. building is a
legitimate one. Concerts In thepast such as the Charlie Daniels
Band concert four years ago, have
caused damage and the athletic
department and the athletesstu-
dents who use the facilities suffer.
Asking the . athletic te ams to
"free the gym from scheduled
practices for one day" is an unreal-
istic request . You would ask a
varsity sport to give up the gym for
an entire day on a Friday before an
intercollegiate, athletic contest on
Saturday?
Next Mr. Dixon proposes that
practices be moved to another
room in the facility. He obviously
hss not examined the basic layout
of the physical education building.
In order to set up the gym tor a
major concert the bleachers must
be pulled out In doing this, the
bleachers are pulled out across the
Discusses Peace,
Article Of Miano,
because some right-win- g group at
the time accused him of being a
Communist The charge orougntoa
a breakdown and experience of
despair which led him to take bis
life. Even the real communists,
like my father, were treated in a
way that most Americana today
would find shamefuL My father
was imprisoned half a year not
because he was convicted of any
crime but because people were so
afraid of what might happen to
them were they to loan money to
his ban fund that it took that long
to raise the money needed. Years
later, when the ease against him
was pending before the Supreme
Court the government dropped its
charges. During the time he was in
my sister was in a hospitalErison,l Florida. None of the weekly
letters my father sent her were
ever given her they were turned
over to the FBL
. Use of the word Communist even
when it fits, connects with a part of
American history, that should re-
mind us thatit isn't only in Russia
that you find violations of human
rights. : -
-
The speaking trip that' began for
me at Wooster took me to 14 states.
Over and over again it struck me
how few Americans there are who
have actually visited Russia or met
real live Russians, not to say Com-
munists (of which there are far
fewer). We spend billions in arming
ourselves against them, yet even in
this age of travel and easy commu-
nication, they are utter strangers to
most of us. Far from loving our
enemies, we dont even know them,
and are quite at home with-th- e
thought of burning them to death.
We can kill more of them in an
hour than were killed on every
front on both World Wars.
They have little contact with us.
We know each other only through
headlines. We specialize in bad
news from each others' countries.
Dixon Article
very small mezzanine gym, up-
stairs and the auxiliary gum off the
main floor. This leaves only the
small multi-purpo- se gym upstairs
for men's varsity and jv basketball,
women's basketball, not to mention
the spring sports such as baseball,
softball, men and women's lacrosse
which begin practicing late in win-
ter quarter. That's rather impossi-
ble.
Why not a major concert in the
fall when volleyball is the only
indoor sport or even spring when
all sports are outdoors? Mr. Dixon
elaima that "given the present
attitude of the athletic department
chances of having a concert are
slim." According to the athletic
department Mr. Dixon approached
Mr. Nye only 2--3 weeks ago. Need-
less to say, athletic contests are
scheduled 1-- 3 years in advance-Presen- tly
the main gym is
booked for men's or women's bas-
ketball or wrestling for at least one
year and the athletic department is
bound by signed contracts to play
these games. Mr. Dixon, do not
blame the athletic department.
Your predecessor should have ap-
proached the athletic department
at least as early as last fall to
request a time slot for this winter
and you should make a request for
next year now.
Becky Bower
If an American dies outside of a
hospital where he or she wasn't
accepted for financial reasons, its
Union, much more than it is in the
' '" "' 'US. ' ." '
If a Russian la put under house
arrest or locked in a mental hospi-
tal, that's news in the US. The
Russians know all about our slums,
our unemployment lines, our rac-
ism. We are well informed about
their one-part- y system, their pris-
ons, their official atheism, their
troops of occupation in eastern
Europe. They know what the US is
doing in El Salvador. We know
what the Soviet Union is doing in
Afghanistan. They support trade
unions in America. We support
trade unions in Poland.
Through the various structures of
our societies, it is a matter of real
urgency that we find ways to have
much more contact with each oth-
er, and especially personal contact
Perhaps some of the students and
faculty at Wooster College can find
ways to do some study or teaching
in the USSR. Perhaps others Can
arrange travel opportunities. Pen
pal and photo exchanges are possi-
ble, and inexpensive. Churches
msy find it possible to set up
contact and exchange projects. We
can look at each others' films, read
each others' literature, learn each
others' languages. We can pray for
each other.
And we can cooperate in work for
disarmament'
People often tell me that were I
to live in Moscow, t wouia soon ne
a prisoner. That may well be true.(I have already been a prisoner in
the US, as a result of orart resist-
ance activity during the Vietnam
war and. before that for protesting
nuclear weapons tests.)
But at least in the Soviet Union I
would be in trouble with a govern-
ment whose stated policies, hi re-
gard to the arms race, are a good
deal better than the stated policies
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Hutton Discusses Forest
To the Editor,
The -- Monday following his ap-
pearance here Jim Forest spoke at
Columbia University. Ideally we
should be pleased that Wooster wss
mentioned, and apparently spoken
of highly by Mr. Forest He unfor-
tunately, yet rightfully so. included
in his lecture his reactions to a
particularly misleading and dero-
gatory article published in . this
paper.
The following excerpt is from a
letter my sister wrote after having
attended Mr. Forest's Columbia
lecture entitled. "The Poltiieal Con-
text of Non-Violenc- e." Oct 4. 152.
"I was thinking yon would have
enjoyed his lecture very much
when Mr. Forest told us about his
recent visit to Wooster. Ohio. He
said that the school paper's article
that mentioned him waa upsetting.
I guess it was full of misinforma-
tion. In particular, tt said he was
communist and expressed it in a
rather derogatory way. He felt that
tt was naive aa well as incorrect;
that in order to achieve disarma-
ment, these stereotypes about
'communist creatures' must be
overcome. He added that he en-joyed his stay and he was im-
pressed by your disarmament
group, especially by some elderly
women whom I seem to remember
Seidel
of the US administration. - r.
A -TRa kawi m arnrapiifnaiir i
vowed it would not be the first ts
use nuelear weapons, and has
asked the US to make a similar
commitment so far this has been
refused. The Russians ssy they are
willing to enter into an agreement
to end the testing of all nuclear
weapons it is the US whkh so far
refuses. : " ' '
The Russians state that they
have no nuclear weapons stationed
in the other Warsaw Pact countries
.1 A A. 1 --I 111 Aion uil we 7 wvumi umjo w ncguu- -
ate an agreement for a nuclear
weapon free zone that would en-
compass all of Europe but to
date the US administration has
twiwn nil tnfrt In mrh stMK.
The Soviet leaders say they are
ready to enter into a freeze agree-
ment with the US, ending other
production and deployment of un-
clear weapons and their delivery
system as step toward dlsarma- -
ment and the- - US president
responus oy saying American
working for a Freeze are trying to
weaken the nation.
r M
: inaeeo,' mere are civwan ana
muuary waaers m we va woo nx :
m1 mhH.mii fh Hamv Hnt
vyuxj mpemm. w iifcimm ww win
ning a nuciear war against ia
USSR destroying Soviet cities as
well as military and industrial tra-get- s.
In such a war,, they say
be killed. . --- Now
there is a ereat deal wroet
with the Soviet Union, and were 1
Km Margin, f ,iiM MM m f
prisoners. But its declared readi
ness w cau urn nua ran auui ur
participate in a process of disarma-
ment is something that requires a
better - response from Americans
than labelinr as Communists and
coloring red those who think World .
War Ilfira't worth bavins. - -
James H. Forest
you mentioning."
I feel fortunate that my sister .
was able to discern that not all
nooner wwnni ntuuuB un
todes quoted by Mr. Forest I am
not so confident that the rest of this
audience could be this objective,
simply because they are not famil-
iar with Wooster.
It is obvious that no retraction on NIk. M ir.J.. Jtm4m
can compensate for the repercus-
sions that have now gone beyond
this community and are still preva-
lent Maybe it is time for all of us ;
lAnMHuUM1 those member of the
editorial staff who so unjustly rep- -.
resent our voices.
Clare And Yillie
Laud 'Extensions'
'" 'vEditor:
This letter sends a congratulato-
ry note to the College of Wooster
Dance Company for their concert
"Extensions," presented last week
in Freedlander Theater. The art of
the dance haa come a long way
here in our midst and the dedicat-
ed young performers, and their
director, Jean-An- n Marshall de--
Continued on Page 5
THE INTERNATIONALIST
Greek-Cypri-ot Situation Examined
It was a beautiful day of the
summer of 1974 in Greece, when
raddcnlj the world started to mobi-
lize. Greece hid been proclaimed
it i state of emergency, preparingfor wir. Cyprus hid been iavidedby Turkish forces.
Whit followed wis not too cleir
in my mind then, ind is stSl not
clear now. For a while, we did not
know If we would start school that
year (1 was 13 or 14), the men hid
all left, everyone was trying to
listen to the BBC, everyone seemed
very serious ind scared: the frag-
mented pictures of one who does
not understand whit's going on.
The eyes of the world were fo-
cused on that little island at that
time. You could hear about "the
invasion" in so many languages on
the radio, foreigners (journalists
md interested humanists, poUti-cia- ns
and secret agents) were all
very interested in what was going
on! Fervant speeches in the United
Nations, talks about negotiations,
the possibilities of peace, whit to
do with the refugees ... In my high
school they give us i list of nimes
of Cypriot high-scho- ol students and
asked those who were interested to
write to them and try to let them
know that we were their Mends.
That we cared. All the Cypriot
names on the list were checked off
by one of my classmates, md I
took one too.
Time passed ... And we all know
the effect of time, don't we? Time
heals wounds, people target Only
some forget easier than others,
depending on whit it is they hive
at stake. In this case, the world
forgot, but the Cypriot people did
not and the Greek people did not
either. Negotiations became a pass-tim- e,
nobody gets excited about be
prospects of peace in Cyprus any-
more; some even think that there
is peace now. The United States is
selling arms to Turkey by the
tbousands(and refusing to sell to
Greece, because of the socialists
Wt, they say). Most people have no
clue as to what exactly happened in
Cyprus in the summer of 1974.
The problem of Cyrpus is a very
emotional issue for Greek, Cypriot,
and Turkish people. Turkish people
say that they invaded Cyrpus in
1874 to protect the Turkish minority(20 of Cyrpus' population) from
Greek-Cypri- ot oppression. The
Greek-Cyprio- ts say that Turkey's
expansionist plans were the moti-
vating force of the invasion; so
Turkey used her right to involve
herself in Cypriot affairs (Zurich
Agreement, 1960) as a guarantor
and power and invaded. Great Brit-
ain, afraid to oppose American
arms in Turkish bands did nothing
at all, while Greece, totally disor-
ganized and disoriented by the
mHitiary hunt (propped by a Super-
power we all know) was unable to
take action. So, Cyprus was invad-
ed;' and 40 of its land remains
under Turkish occupation.
All parties have good reasons to
do and say what they do and say.
Greece is interested in a tree and
'independent Cyprus, because Cyr-
pus has traditionally been a rich
trade partner for Greece and a
good ally, and, of course, there is
an ethnic linkage. Turkey, under a
military regime, was facing inter-
nal turmoil and needed a diver-
gence; its econmomy was in bad
shape (she could use an expansion
other market, especially when that
market was a rich, beautiful, stra-
tegic island). The United States,
aware of the deterioratkm of the
Greek Junta and honoring the Unit
ed States eternal struggle tor Sovi-
et containment, enjoyed the reve
nues from arms' sates to Turkey(which continue today). Great Brit
ain did not have the time or the
resources to get involved in such a
"messy" problem. And. Cyprus,
was trying to fight against the
world for its independence and
unity (the 40 with the 60).
Yes, this is an emotional issue!
We cannot be satisiSed by UJf.
peace-keepi-ng forces and empty
promises. These only ensure that
the problem wul only be made
permanent . And then, people wan
der why the FLO killed so many ...
Or, does anyone think, that they
would have been heard otherwise?
Do Cypriots have to follow that
example?
The internauonnst
Tessie Tsavaras
Reflections By
A Greek-Cypri- ot
By CAESAR MAVBATSAS
There hare always been prob
lems among the Greek and the
Turkish Cypriots (the former rep-
resent the 75 of the island's
population, while the latter the20). When the Greeks fought for
their independence from the British
in 19S4, the Turks were helping the
British against the Greeks. In 1963.
three years after Cyprus had be-
come an independent country,
there was again some fighting
among tne two nationalities ana
Turkey sent aeroplanes which bom-
barded some villages in-th- e north
ern part of the island.
On Jury 20. 1974. the Turks invad-
ed Cyprus and occupied the north-
ern part of the island (about 40 of
the total area). They were aiming,
as it was stated by the Turkish
Prime-Minist-er Edjevit, to protect
the Turkish inhibitsnts of Cyprus
from the new government of the
island that had rose to power via
the overthrow of the elected Presi-
dent lfakarios. According to the
agreements of Zurich (1880) about
the independence of Cyprys, Tur-
key. Greece and Great Britain have
the right to intervene in the island.
ie legitimate order and the well
of the state are threat
ened. Turkey thus had the right to
invade the island. But, even when
the legitimate order was reesta-
blished and President lfakarios
came back to power, the Turkish
forces did not abandon the island.
Since then, Cyprus is separated
into two parts, the northern part
governed by the Turks and the
southern part governed by the le-
gitimate Greek-Cypri- ot govern-
ment. The Greek-Cypri-ot govern-
ment is that which is recognised
internationally, and very few coun
tries mainly Moslem countries of
Africa and Asia have diplomatic
relations with the Turidsh-Cyprio- t
co v eContent.
Turkey invaded Cyrpus with
American arms. At that time
Greece was governed by militaryjunta and was too disorganized ana
too weak to prevent Turkey from
doing that. Great Britain, the third
and last guarantor power, not only
did not do anytning to prevent tne
Turkish invasion, but It also helped
the Turks in many ways, through
its military bases in the island.
Because of the Turkish invasion,
200,000 Greek-Cyprio- ts abandoned
their nouses in the northern part of
the island and came to the southern
art Host of these refugees still8ve in refugee camps under very
A solution to the Cyprus
problem will be found
only when the Turkish
military forces abandon
the island.'
bid living conditions.
At this moment a few thousands
of Greek-Cyprio- ts live in the north-
ern part, but they are getting fewer
and fewer, because they are forced
by the Turks to leave their house
and go to the southern part. On the
other hand many thousand of Turks
from Turkey were brought on the
island by their government and
settled in houses which belong (be
longed?) t Greeks. This way the
Turxixh government is trying to
change the population percentages
of Cyrpus, and to make permanent
the "oe facto" arrangement ox
W4.
Since 1174. there have been nego
tiations between the two nationali
ties for the solution of the Cyrpus
problem, but up to now these nego-
tiations have not led to any results.
mainly becuase of the mflexlmiity
of the Turks during negotiations,
and their rejection of any United
Nations, United States, Greek, and
or any other proposals. The Turk-
ish government negotiated with the
Greek government only to snow tne
world that they are interested in
solving the problem. They see the
negotiations as a means of gaining
time in order, to make permanent
their settlement of imported Turks.
Thus, it will be very difficult to
move the latter (new refugee prob-
lem?), and that will be an argu-
ment for staying.
Furthermore, although the Turks
occupy 40 of the land and have
only 20 of the population, they do
not seem to have any intention, of
giving it back to Cyprus and
allowing her to be independent The
Turkish army is being increased
and supplied with hew arms, this
shows that the ultimate intention of
the Turkish governemnt is the total
occupation of Cyprus.
A solution to the Cyprus problem
will be found only when the Turkish
military farces abandon the island.
The agterpowers, and especially
the United States whose arms
were used to invade the island,
should make stronger and more
consistent efforts to persuade Tur-
key. If they don't, the Turks do not
seem to nave any intention of
leaving.
Note: Turkish response is wel-
come. Tessie
Concert
Issue
Re-Examin- ed
In reading the article in last
week's Voice entitled "Dixon Dis-
closes Problems of Campus Con-
cert Issue." we were disturbed by
not only the tone of the article, but
also by the inadequate coverage of
the real issues surrounding the
considerations involved in bringing
a conceit to the C.O.W. campus. As
leaders of the Student Activities
Board heavily involved in eampus
programming, we feel the students
deserve a fuller and more accurate
articulation of the reasons pertain-
ing to the lack of major concerts at
Wooster. t
Presenting a concert at a- - small
college such as Wooster is more
complex than it seems on the
surface and has very little to do
with the person who has the final
word in decision-makin- g. There are
many reasons why SJLB. has not
produced a major concert lately.
The economy, which is particularly
bad in Northeast Ohio, stifles stu-
dents spending power for concerts.
Many colleges in the area are
suffering financially from this phe-
nomenon and have gone so far aa to
place a temporary moratorium on
concerts. Many groups that would
be appealing to students are priced
beyond our means. Only certain
groups are big enough to draw an
adequate crowd and they cost big
money.
The budget allocation for con-
certs at CO.W. is only $3,000 which
means that we must depend upon
receipts at the door. We have to be
assured that the concert we choose
will attract enough people, includ-
ing a large percentage of students,
since our primary concern is serv-
ing the student body not the
community. Therefore, we need a
bread base of student support
which is dixScult to count on be-
cause of the diversity of student
tastes and interests.
The two concerts provided in the
spring of last year. Doc Severinsen
and Donnie Iris, are examples that
point out that we can not always
rely on large student support Tne
bottom line is that we can not
afford to loose money on another
group because we have no back-u-p
resources to draw upon. As student
Consider a Masters in Business Administration
Vanderbttt Untwereltye Graduate Gcriool of Menogemonl Offers:
an opportunity k etudy at a prestigious - a finencial assistance tor students demon- -
major urwersfty -
a challenging two year. Jut lima MBA
program tor tomorrow's buainaaa lead am
concantiated study and practical expert-anc- a
in accounbng, finance, markabnpj,
orgarszaaonal behavior, operabona marv
.-
- agement, and management formation
systems
high starting salaries and outstanding
placement opportunities with major cor
' porations tfvoughout Ins U.S.
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representative, we must be respon-
sible programmers. Thus, Hal Clos-son-'s
concern is not unfounded, and
students should realise that ho
would be ultimately accountable to
both students and administrators if
the concert lost money.
There are several other practical
realities that must be considered
before a concert is booked. We are
only able to provide a small --stage
set-u- p, and we ean not fly lights.
These two .factors alone preclude
some groups. Many groups will
Boteonsider playing for a 3,000 seat
audience-- and there are a limited
number of groups that tour during
the winter months. The geograplcal
closeness of Wooster to Cleveland
and Akron also prevents booking
groups because many of them work
through a central agency, Belxin;
many of our contracts include a
radius clause that precludes adver-
tising in these areas markets
that we must have to fill-- our
gymnasim. Therefore, we are un-
usually vulnerable to the Cleveland
market which means we have to
insure that no advertising for an
engagement in that area will be
done before our concert is over.
Most groups simply will not sign a
contract under these terms.
Additionally, there are campus
oranizational problems and logis-
tics that must be resolved before a
eoncert can be confirmed. Prepara
tion for a large concert requires the
Sartieipation of many students. We
o not always have the student
labor to take care of the many
details. Facilities is a concern, as
stated in last Friday's article, but
it is certainly not a major obstacle.
Using the proper methods .and
channels, the gym can be obtained
for a eoncert It is simply a matter
aj ?KMtf lUmttftlli -
We encourage every student to
take a few moments' to complete
ue survey and drop it in tne big
box in Lowry Lobby today. We
need student assurance that they
would be willing to support our
concert; if we do not receive such
support, we will be unable to
present a major eoncert to the
college community. -
, Tara Fetnerung
Susan Morris
Morris is Chair of the Student
Activities Board; Fetherling is As-
sistant Chair.
it
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In The Heav
Cere are the bftdlfitn: --
Doable O Polo and Doodle O Poly
hare Joined the Plumberi Union
and told their ears to the scribes of
this column. Welcome aboard boys!
Dont worry ladies, that stunning
brunette with Caviar this weekend
was only bis sister.
H.B. drops drawers, lowers girl-
friend to safety, and Is cut short in
mid-swin- g as cords rh and Biss-ma- n
throng" cheers possible spinal
fracture.
Band drives students to distrac-
tion in L.C. and Band Director snes
galaxy.
Football team doesnt dine, whine
and loses again. Well, at least we
know that diet wasn't the problem.
Christians make hay and nuclear
arms.
Ugly looks beget ugly looks.
Gun yijnglng Cinci cop catches
prowling painter in apartment with
three elderly ladies.
Deluded Delts go viking, conquer
Andrews but lose wheels.
Did YOU buy Jenny. Rodgers a
beer? -
I.F. falls to knees causing quake
and multiple arrest. - , t' .'"-B.-
L.:REP Batmobile.
5 over par and the first
hole. Keep stroking!
E.R. doesn't like lies but C.S.
said: "I Love You' andE.R. be--
Red Light district opens as Erie
women from Lake College Invade.
B;erjain, fresh .visitor frontvMiami
gets corrupted and purges herself. -
Why would anyone trade a $16,000
Saab for a $12,000 JFuego for a
Jensen? . ... ,
Those who lie before , cars are
itching for tire scars.
Fatty A.K.B..
Enigma goes psycho, kills 200
rats. WelL it's a living.
Cheer up M.B.F. It may be rain- -
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Students of All Majors and Fields Invited
Come to our meetings to hear aboutjour M.B.A. and
Ph.D. Programs and to ask any questions about the r
curriculum, admission, financial aid, and career op--
portunities available in the following fields of nonage
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Marketing ' "
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General Management
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ing 'hut there's a rainbow above
yod. "- -.-' ''-- '-
Dear BUI Schnobeltarsky, Hope
you're feeling more yourself, but
may you never return. --
Who the hell is Rob Mock & why
would Uncle Henry listen to him
anyway? ' --
A.G. walks in Dutch Boy's shoes.
but do fresh ladies admire him too?
--
- Our hearts go out to the Betas for
what proved to be an epic nma run.
Floor tied team ties team. - .- --
Who is Clara Nelson and what the
heck Is C.N. Dar. and who cares?
Next Quarter's visiting prof will
be Dr. Lee Quan Do, a Ph.D. in self
defense. Until then, please aon'i
walk alone after 11 p.m.
Are there more cockroaches in
Mateer, or rats in D? --
- 'Are there more cockroaches' in
Douglas or rats in Mateer.
- Pigpen loses pens outside of pen
and doesn't work for two days
when Truth returns with instruc
tions and bill for $25.
Here's Jackie Stewart with the
accident report: "Jim, he was com
ing down the front straight in the
supply pickup truck at about one--
hundred and twenty mixes an nour
and he rammed into the hydrant in
front of the tennis courts. Six police
and two fire trucks were immedi-
ately on the scene and he was
bruised and battered as they pulled
him from the car."
"Has anyone seen The Express?"
She whispered desperately iff that
weak voice that betrays a worn an
tnnerturmoii. ' --v - :
CIA spent' harried 3 weekend ' on
trail of Darling and Btishnell. " 1 -
Small fire began in Holden while
couple (A.B. and J.C.) are makin'
bacon.
Here's to the COW (dance) Com-
pany. Good job, Jill:Question: Henry, is there is there
anything you have not told us?
Health Adrninistration
' Public and NonProfit
Human Resources ;;
--
.Management Science
Policy- -
Wednesday November 17, 1 982 -
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Tessie Responds To'Leander
4 f
This Is a response to Amy Lean-der- 's
letter to the editor on the
Internationalist that dealt with the
issue of South Africa. First, let me
thank her for taking the time to
point to some things she felt strong-
ly about; I wish other people would
do the same. i,
-
With, respect to the specific con-
cerns. Amy expressed. I want to
make some clarifications, not as to
my ideas since these -- were not
really addressed in her letter ,
but with respect to the way . the
Internationalist works. My aim is
not to "trap" anybody. Lee was
aware of what I was going to write
about; everything
.
was discussed
and agreed upon in advance. He
even gave me the freedom to edito-
rialize and change things I thought
were not clear in his article, which
I did not do--.
Furthermore, the claim Amy
makes as to the fact that I should
!
.
-
I irtpc
Esbr L9vn Compeny
2217 Coltvar Road. S.W.
, CowlOOilo447M
not have expressea- - my(because others have already done
U. like Time). I will have to disa-
gree with. Amy . is assuming that
everybody-actively- : seeks informs- -'
tion through sources like Time, and
that the student body is as political-
ly alert.aa she is.-A- n actnal test of
her assumption might surprise her.
- Finally, the Internationalist is not
slot for reporting; it is rather a
corner of the paper in which I am
trying to present (and allow others
to do the same) different opinions
on various topics. These opinions
are not objective, there is no-- pre-
tense of presenting "straight facts"
if there is any such thing; they
are, however, rational, valid argu-
ments on issues that those interest-
ed in writing for the column are
Concerned with.
Ify aspiration is to bring some
issues that pertain to international
things closer to the campus, to
5JWMiJilIli3M
V
';. ..?;
present different perspectives(many times very, different from
my 6wn), and to create dialogue
a learning process I much respect. .
Tessie Tsavaras
; , The IfJjf i
Clare And Willy
- ; Owt'nimd from Pag ' .
"?
encouragement and enthu
siastic support.
For the nam bcr which Debbie
Ifarsico and Sarah Bard choreo-
graphed as a special- - reminder of
their summer experiences in Aus--.
tria. we add an appreciative posts
cript. Heartwarming events do oc-
cur on college campuses which
cannot be duplicated elsewhere
except possibly in Vienna! For this
one, which came as a total sur-
prise, we say "Danke Schoen."
"dare and way"
r " i.. :
T '. J--
i i'
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I
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Arts and Culture
'Long After Dark9 In Review
BY BARRY EISENBERG
Long After Dark, the new release
by Tom Petty and the Heartbreak-ers- ,
is a fast rocking case study of
a man of chauvinistic values and
his relationship with females. If
ever an album contained a theme
running throughout its individual
tunes. Long After Dark does. The
protagonist does undergo a trans-
formation. A domineering, vain,
and confused man is sensitive and
enlightened by album's end.
Between
The
Grooves
The music is generally quick,
upbeat, and proud. Booming drums
constantly escorted by an excited
tambourine are the backbone of
each track. The Heartbreakers
sound tighter than they did on
either Damn the Torpedoes or Hard
Promises, their previous two al-
bums.
But it is Petty's vocals that stand
out on Long After Dark. He is a
vocal contortionist twisting,
words up and down the scale,
whining, whimpering, or nasalizing
phrases .at the appropriate times.
Petty sounds like a souped up Bob
Dylan with an indecipherable dia-
lect from some Caribbean island. It
is an effecive voice that twists to
match the tone of each song.
The album opens with "One Sory
Town," where the protagonist has
been dumped in a relationship,
something that apparently happens
often, and believes it is the town
where he lives that is the problem.
"Yeah, I'm for movin' on, try
another town. Time ain't changin'
oothin'. take a look around." As if
Academic Awards Recipients Named
The following Wooster students
were awarded academic prizes and
scholarships at last night's recogni-
tion banquet held in Lowry Center.
The Donald R. MacKenzie Prize
in Art. Haidi J. Haiss; The Elias
Compton Freshman Prize, David
M. Paul; The Edward Taylor Priz-
es, David J. Stubbles, Wei J. Chyu,
George L. Gould; the Tom Neis-wand- er
Memorial Award. Eliza-
beth M. Black.
The Mary Sanborn Allen Prize,
Amy L. LaGravenis; The Willis C.
Behoteguy Prize in Trench, Prisca
A. Harmison; The Blanchard
Award, VassHios Fourlis; The Ur-le-ne
F. Brown Prize in the Per-
forming Arts, Elizabeth J. Turner;
the John W. Chittum Prize in
Chemistry, Anne M. Jorgensen,
John W. Null; The Joseph Albertus
Culler Prize in Physics. Mark A.
Calson. John W. Null; The James
Kendall Cunningham Memorial
Prize. Michael G. Weaver.
The Aileen Dunham Prize in His
a new environment will do the
trick, he fails to realize that the
problem is himself. "She had a far
away feelingWasnt part of me
Oh, I'm lost in a one story town."
From there the protagonist be
comes trapped in a web of bitter.
vanity, costbenefit analysis, and
false shows of emotional strength
in an effort to explain and justify
the breakup. In "You Got Lucky"
he reminds her, "Good love is hard
to findYou got lucky babeWhen I
found you." In "Deliver Me" he
ponders if all his supposed "work"
towards relationships is worth the
trouble. Finally in "Change of
Heart" the protagonist vows.
You made it just a Utile too hard
There's been a change of heart
m get over you, it wont take long
Pre stood in your gallery
rre seen what's banging from the
walls.
"Finding Out" is the turning
point of the enlightenment de-
scribed in Long After Dark. As the
title suggests this disillusioned
male has soul searched and strug-
gled long enough and has apparent-
ly stumbled upon something.
Sometimes at night Vve had to
tight
with this emptiness
It's been so bard to see, there's
something more than this
I'm finding out, baby Fm finding
out
Yeah it took a little time to get
what lore was about
Just what he has stumbled upon
is new and awkward. "I'm so
moved, I'm so changed," he says,
almost disbelieving in "We Stand a
Chance." The sensation of a healthy
relationshp with a woman is a
shock to him.
Stand back from me honey
Because I don't know what I mightdonex'
No I'm surprised by this, frightened
by this
Nothin' ever got me so out of my
bead, baby
We stand a chancer j
tory, Lizanne Sprowls. Raul J.
Calderon; The Jon D. Fackler
Award, John J. DelPropost; The G.
Pauline Dirig Prize in French, Sar-
ah J. Westf all; The Henrich Jenny-Schul- er
Prize, John W. Shaw; Ly-
man C. Knight Sr.. Prize in Physi-
cal and Mathematics, William V.
Andrew; The Maud Knight Prize in
Religion. David M. Oancea; The
Paul Evans Lamale Scholarship in
the Social Sciences, Karen A. Ami-c- o.
The Lubrizol Awards for scholas-
tic ability, George L. Gould. Elaine
M. Krochmal. Peter A. Padolik;
The Alice Hutchison Lytle Biology
Award. Doris E. Wenger: The Phi
Beta Kappa Prize. Jean M. Peaco-
ck;-The Netta Strain Scott Prizes
in Art Chrsiopher J. Lang; The
Maria Sexton Award. Rebekah R.
Bower; The Francis and Elizabeth
Twinem Scholarship. Doris E. Wen-
ger-
The Rkardo Valencia Prize for
Excellence in the Department of
This fear of the unknown contin-
ues in the next three songs'. In
"Straight Into Darkness" the prota-
gonist plunges right into it,-- believ-
ing, "Real love is a man's salva-
tionThe weak ones fall, the strong
carry on." Experiencing what he
has never-kno-wn before, he does
have second thoughts and is caught
between his past and present in
"The Same Old You" and "Be-
tween Two Worlds." "I know a
woman's body is only flesh and
boneHow come I can't let go?", is
the question he asks in "Between
Two Worlds."
Going into the final song of the
album. "Wasted Life." the prota-
gonist is enlightened yet still un-
sure of which way he wiH go.
"Wasted Life" could be the confir-
mation of a complete transforma-
tion of a character in one album's
length of time. Or it could be a
final plea for the protagonist to
shape up. It all depends on whether
the speaker is the protagonist or an
outsider.
Whatever. "Wasted Life" is
an extremely sympathetic and loving
song.
They give it to you from the time
you're born
You keep tryin to make one more
score
Baby it's alright
You gotta stand and tight
So when you're lonely and you feel
letdown
You can call me, IH come around
And treat you nice
Dont have a wasted life
Tom Petty and the Heartbreak--
ers Long After Dark has an impor-
tant message but it has fine lively
music. It is an album that will yield
many radio hits to join Petty's
previous radioized tunes "Refugee"
and "The Waiting is the Hardest
Part" All 10 songs are potential
radio material and though a few of
them tend to so sound alike, they
au stand strong individually.
This album is available at Round
Records Ticketron. ztt S. MarketSt, Wooster. Ohio 44291 284-411- 4.
Spanish and Italian. Jonathan J.
Markel, Teri L. Warden; The Karl
Ver Steeg Prize in Geology and
Geography, Robert H. Moorman;
The Elizabeth Sid we 11 Wagner
Prize in Mathematie. Michael E.
Miller; The Cary R. Wagner Prize
in Chemistry, Joseph A. Incavo;
The Miles Q. White Prize. Heather
R. Pereira.
- The Robert E: Wilson Award.
Thomas J. Geyer; The Helen F.
Arnols Scholarship, Rebekah R.
Bower; The Elizabeth Hazlett Bu-
chanan Scholarship. Jean M. Pea-
cock; The Alan C. Collins Fund.
Sally J. Smith; The J. Garber
Drushal Scholarship. Krystin L.
Buckey.
The Frances Guflle-Sec- or Memo-
rial Fund, Linda R. Beane; The
Sally Comin Kaneshige Scholarship
Fund, Karl P. Henning; The Lewis
L. LaSbell Memorial Scholarship,.
Anne M. Jorgensen. Susan E.
Continued on Pag t
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MusicAtWooster
Choir, Chorus
By KARL HENNING
This coming Sunday evening at
:15 in McGaw ChaoeL the com
bined voices of the Wooster Chorus
land the Concert Choir will present
line seasons, an oratorio by Franz
Joseph Haydn. Under the direction
of Dale Moore, this performance
represents the magnum opus of the
Haydn Festival this quarter, em-
ploying (well, commandeering) or-
chestral accompaniment as well as
featuring Erie Mills. Richard Mill-
er, and Stevens Garlick as soloists.
A member of the College's Ger
man Department since 1877, Dr.
Garlick has also had a distin
guished career as a singer in Ger-
many and in this country. He has
often been heard in recital here in
Wooster. as well as in Bach's St
Matthew Passion, and Mozart's Mar-
riage of Figaro.
Miner has been Professor ofSinging at the Oberlin Conservato
ry since 1984. and is known interna-
tionally as a writer, lecturer, and
master teacher of the art He
continues to maintain a vast sing-
ing career which has included lead-
ing roles with the Zurich Opera, at
the San Franciso Opera, and the
Lake Erie Opera Theatre. He was
ast heard in Wooster in the 478
performance of Haydn's Creation.
Mills graduated from Wooster In
the class of 1975, going on to the
University of Illinois for her Mas-
ter's. After having been chosen for
the prestigious Houston Opera Stu-
dio Program, she has appeared in
(leading roles with the Houston
trw m
VISA
S14 Liberty
To Perform
Grand Opera, the Lyric Opera of
Chicago, the Opera Theatre of
Saint Louis, and the San Francisco
Opera. Her New York Opera debut
took place on October 13 of thisyear in a new production of Bern-
stein's Candidate at New York City
Opera. Mills will perform for the
Karl Trump recital later this quart-
er, 'i- -
Haydn began writing the Seasons
in 1799. having experienced phe-
nomenal success with the Creation
two years before. Baron Gottfried
van Swieten, composer' of the li-
bretti for both works, suggested
James Thomson's poem as the
basis for the new opus, a curiously
rustic text with elements to appeal
to everyone. The College faculty
may well heartily join in chorus as
voices sing "From thee, O Indus-
try, from thee springs every good:
the cottage where we dwell, our
clothing and our food. Health, Plen-
ty and Content are blessings all by
thee bestow'd." On the other hand.
Section members will thrill during
the touching strains of "Joyful the
liquor flows, the .bulky, tuns are
fill'd; let pleasure reign around andjoy in loudest strains resound(Noise Tickets' notwithstanding)."
- But what are we to make of
"close the lids of health'? Still, the
music is Haydn at his most daring(if one could think of anyone beforeCage as 'daring') and more than
makes up for the wood-nymp- h
overtones of the text
Tickets are $4.00 General Admisi-so- n.
$3.00 for Faculty and Staff,
and 31.00 for students.
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Stephen B. Oates, Let The Trum-
pets Sound: The Life Of Martin
Lather King, Jr. (New York: Har-
per and Row, 1882) $19.85, 580 pp.
Stephen Oates agrees ' with the
poet Yeates that "all knowledge is
biography." His long awaited biog-
raphy of Martin Lather King, Jr.
may fall short of that noble senti-
ment, but it will not disappoint
readers who still contend that good
biography should remain a story-
telling art that informs the reader
of a fife through what Oates calls
"graphic scenes, character devel-
opment, interpersonal relation-
ships, telling questions, revealing
details, and dramatic narrative
sweep." Oates, a historian at the
University of Massachusetts and
already the acclaimed biographer
of Nat Turner, John Brown, and
Abraham Lincoln has written the
King book in the grand design of a
great biography.
Born in January. 1839, and assas-
sinated in April, 1888, King packed
in his 39 years one of the most
remarkable and significant lives of
the twentieth century. Oates relent-
lessly follows the chronological
structure of King's life from boy-
hood in Atlanta as the son on the
best known black minister in Atlan-
ta to Morehouse College graduate
at 19, to graduate education at
Crosier Theological Seminary and
Boston University to his first
.church in Montgomery, Alabama,
where he went in April, 1854, with
his bride, Corretta Scott King. But
in Montgomery King's plan to have
a successful ministry and - then
reurn to a university for the sup-
posed quiet life of the scholar
would be forever shattered. On
December 1, 1855, Rosa Parks had
refused to sit in the blacks only
section tf a city bus and had taken
a seat in the white section. She bad
tbeen arrested and charged not with
disturbing the peace but with vio-
lating the city's rigid segregtion
laws. It was the test case the black
leadership had been waiting for
and King would soon be the elo-
quent young spokesman for the
Oates is at his best in humanizing
King.
famous boycott that would follow.
From Montgomery, King's life
until his death touched every part
of the Civil Rights Revolution.
Oates does a first-rat- e Job in keep-
ing King's life to the forefront in
the complexity of events that would
follow: the formation in 1951 of the
Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference, the spread throughout the
South of black protest, and black-whit- e
negotiations following along
the path of King's , theology of
nonviolent but muscular demon-
stration, the youthful sit-in- s and
freedom rides if 1880-6- 1, the fail-
ures in 1962 of King's Albany,
Georgia struggle soon to be fol-
lowed by the spectacular but costly
victories in Birmingham and Selma
inl963 and 1885. Along the way
Oates, unobtrusively, but event to
event introduces the reader to
King's thought as expressed in five
books and some stunning pieces
such as the famous "Letter from
Birmingham Jail," smuggled out ofjail on hits of toilet paper, which
Oates calls a "classic in protest
literature, the most eloquent and
learned expession of the goals and
philosophy of the nonviolent move-
ment ever written."
But Kings life was also linked
with the Hack Revolution as welL
As early as lsOC be began long
and interesting argum ents with
jTjrro'Trn voic ttay? TTOVETn iz. vr
BOOKS IN REVIEW
Drum Major For Justice
young blacks who distrusted non
violence ana wno in men anger ana
savage feeling of injustice wanted
much wider goals of equality than
the removal of segregation laws.
King never disagreed with their
goals. As Qates clearly demon-
strates, King himself as the sixties
drove along became more pessi
mistic and depressed about human
nature and capacity for change as
the true depth of white resistance
to black economic progress became
clearer to him. King, in 1880s
rhetoric, had become radicalized.
He disagreed with Stokely Carmi-cha- el
and Malcolm X, not over the
need for black power but over
strategy and attainable goals.
Oates makes his greatest contribu-
tion to scholarship about King in
history of King's failure in taking
the southern strategy of . nonviol-
ence and mass demonstration to
Chicago in 1888. As Oates writes.
King learned from the Chicago
debacle and regrouped S.C.L.C.,
and despite the growing weariness
of body and spirit planned in the
winter of 1887-6- 8 a great challenge
to both class and race discrimina-
tion by creating massive civil diso-
bedience in Washington. Death cut
him short and the poor people's
caravans struggled into Washing-
ton in June. 1888, without that
peerless voice and the campaign
sank into failure. And the Black
Revolution never received he full
power of King's leadership.
Martin Luther King is in danger
of becoming a black saint and there
is good reason for this process. In
1884, for the-Cir- il Rights Revolution
leadership he was awarded , the
Nobel Peace Prise. At 35. he is the
youngest recipient in history. He
was jailed 19 times in the land of
the free and home of the brave, the
last time in the fall of 1967. He
placed his body in harm's way
many time. He was punched to the
ground in Alabama. He was stoned
in Cicero, Illinois, by a white mob,
which he called the most vicious he
had ever seen. There was a stand--in- g
bounty of 150,000 on his head.
And, , of course, James Earl Ray
killed him in Memphis on that
spring day as he worked to help
black garbage collection workers
gain the minimal dignity of union
membership.
But his life has often been manip-
ulated and his humanity threatened
by the need of a favorable past
Blacks create a saint as the role
model Many whites create a saint
to justify nonviolence, patience and
passivity. King himself would be
unsympathetic to such attempts.
He, Oates tells the reader through
King's own words and the re--,
membrances . of friends and co-
workers, was often afraid, often
full of self-doub-t, and often angry
at himself because his lapses of
marital fidelity had put not only
himself but the movement as well
in jeopardy. .
Oates is at his best in humanizing
King. The reader sees him as
father and husband who had in his
own lifetime become a legend and
symbol. In some years of the 1233s,
he could spend only 19 per cent of
his time at home as the movement
called to kirn constantly. He trav
eled the length and breadth of the
land, whipping up spirit, conduct-
ing negotiations with the white
power structures, raising money,
visiting every-.majo- r American
black community and some not so
major, and, yes.marching the
streets. In 1883. for example, he
traveled. Oates writes, 275.000
miles and gave over 350 speeches.
He was, as he said he wanted to be
rememered. a "drum major forjustice."
Oates through his chronological
account of the 1980s period records
his battles with the F.B.L, already
brilliantly told by David Garrow's
The FJU. and Martin Luther King.
The F.B.L tapped his office and
home phones and places of resi-
dence daily from 1881 to his death.
One historian argues that the F.B.L
files are far richer for King's life
than his own files since King
worked so much on the telephone.
- Probably our best sense of King
as more than a one-dimensio- nal
leader comes in 1967. During that
year he stepped up not only his
rhetorical attack on the Vietnam
War as an immoral and unjust war
but he began to work in organiza-
tional ways with anti-w-ar groups.
The Johnson administration froze
him out and other black leaders
bitterly disagreed with him, argu-
ing that King, the symbol of the
Civil Rights movement and black
freedom, should not sully that im-
age in the confused struggle over
the war. But King knew that he had
to respond to the war. He wrote: "I
know , that lustice is indivisible.
Injustice anywhere Js a, theat tojustice everywhere." ... .
Even though the book succeeds
as grand biography because it is
exceptionally well-writt- en and be-
cause Oates tells a chronological
life skillfully, it does not preclude
the need for other works on King
fsys w
r
and particularly for works on the
Civil Rights Revolution the
movement Oates evidence, tor ex-
ample, helps to explode great
myths about the movement
One myth has grown up about the
movement's political character.
The movement has too often been
seen as a naive, quasi-religio- us
quest sort of a child's crusade.
But in actuality King and his co-
workers planned carefully and cal-
culatingly. From the beginning
King saw the need for federal
action and every step taken was
planned to hasten that day. As
early as 1957, King and the S.CL.C
moved to a voting rights strateev
to create an internal pressure for
change hi the South. King never
thought street marching alone
would bring Jim Crow down. It
would take political power. He was
right.
Another myth rapidly growing is
that the movement succeeded be-
cause ultimately American Justice
and goodwill triumph. Nonsense.
Oates account of King's life indi-
cates that the F.BJ. violated his
rights of privacy and harrazsed
him to the extent of suggestion by
mailed tape to his home that he
commit suicide on Christmas Day
or be revealed as an adulterer.
King was often faced with the
intransigent nature of the Ameri-
can judiciary and three successive
American presidents. Eisenhower
actively disagreed with the move-
ment. Kennedy delayed and de-
layed and acted only on intense
duress. Johnson, in 1964. informed
King that he had.no intention of
introducing or supporting a voting
rights bill and only Selma changed
that declaration. Not a single white
institution with perhaps the excep-
tion of a few scattered white mini-
sters and white liberals, came
quickly or gladly to King's side.
Pa-- ?
Perhaps the greatest myth about
the Civil Rights movement con- -
eerns its goals. True enough in the
Montgomery days, "as Oates writes.
King sought limited goals the
end of Jim Crow laws. But King
grew and expanded. At least from
1885. the King that Oates follows
had become a much more radical --
leader than most realize. In the
little-know- n period from 1828 to
1888. he talked privately about the
need of a massive reconstruction of
American life away from capital-
ism towards democratic socialism. "
He conceived his 1838 campaign as
America's "last great chance" to
conrront toe cuss and racial bias of
economic discrimination.
We need to read Oates biograr y
to understand and hear Martin .
Luther King clearly. We need to
see the reality of his struffle and .'
America's struggle of the 14--0s and
1960s u we are to understand Vie
battles of the eighties. We truly
trivialize Martin Luther King if we
view nun as someone to be cele
brated, not listened to over and '
over;
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Nov. 5-2-3, Monday, Nov. a, 12--5
p.nu Ohio State School of Law.
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Capital University Law School
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Holiday Greetings From The Wooster Voice Staff
Jazz Ensemble . To Perfdrjh
In Freedlander Tonight
Tonight (Friday) at Freedlander
Theatre the College Jan Ensemble
will present its annual fall concert,
beginning at 8:15. The Zl-pers- bn
group is under the,direction of Dr.
Stuart Ling of the Music Depart-
ment and is beginning its 13th year.
There are several new members
ia the ensemble this year, including
Wes Taylor and Ralph Yoangen in
the trumpet section; Mark Work-
man in the trombone section, pian-
ist Chris Hale, auxiliary percus-
sionists Eleanor Krokowski and
Todd Davis; and three new sax
players, namely Laura Bickard,
Tyrone Williams, and John Sandor.
Rickard and Williams enjoy impro-
vising and Director Ling is giving
them plenty of opportunity in what
he refers to as "the battle of the
saxes."
One "old" member has returned
to the group this year after a two
year haitus. He is Bill St John, a
fine tenor saxist from Troy,
News
Digest
Continued from Page 3
ranged inmate in a padded cell,
officials report. Meanwhile, a re-
port from the Justice Department
said that the U.S. prison population
is growing at the highest rate in 56
years. Prison population grew by
6.9 in the first half of 1982, and
courts have already ordered an end'
to prison overcrowding.
WASHINGTON A ruling by the
Supreme Court on whether he
Carter administration order that all
new cars must have either air bags
or automatic seat belts can be
overturned by the National High-
way Traffic Safety Administration
is expected to be forthcoming. An
appeals court already ruled that
auto manufacturers have until
Sept 1 to comply.
WASHINGTON A series of
options on the best method to
bolster the failing Social Security
system were proposed by the Social
Security Reform Commission of the
Congress. The proposals ranged
from tax boosts to cuts in the cost
of living adjustments. Earlier . in
the week. Rep. James Wright (D-Tex- as)
proposed raising the liquor
tax and offering tax credits to
workers who delay retirement
BARRISBUBG. PA Hearings
begin by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission on whether to restart
the undamaged unit No. 1 reactor
of the Three Mile Island nuclear
complex. It had remained closed
after the accident in the. No. 2
reactor in 1979. Meanwhile, Donald
Hodel's appointments as "the new
Secretary of Energy is seen as
reaffirming President Beagan's
support of nuclear energy. ".'"
83 UK ;
The program to be played was
given a .preview in Lowry Center
pit area ia mid-Octob- er. It will
include everything from the rollick-
ing dixieland version of "11th
Street Bag" through Maynard Fer-
guson's difficult rock-jaz- x arrange-
ment of "Nice 'n' Juicy" which
features several of the band mem-
bers in solos.
There will also be a lively gospel
version of Errol Garner's "One
Good Turn" featuring Wes Taylor
and Ty Williams. Laura Bickard
will be the star in Chet Cataflo's
"Cafe Amore." Just about every-
one gets into the act in Les Hoop-
er's "Bunch of Blues."
This year the Jazz Ensemble, in
addition to its falL winter, and
spring concerts, plans to partici-
pate in an exchange concert, at
least one intercollegiate compet-
itor and will bring in a guest artist
to perform with the group. Director
Ling feels that this is his best-ev- er
ensemble.
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Dowling New Nevihah Ministerr :
BY RODNEY McCALBTER
Father Edwin Dowling and Sister
Martin Ambrosic are The College
of Woosters Newman campus min
isters. The Newman Campos Minis
tries is a Catholic faith outreach.
Father Dowling and Sister Ambros
ic travel from Orrvffle. Ohio to
Wooster. Ashland, ATI and Wayne
Akron U Extension) Colleges.
The beginning point of the minis
try in Dowling's words "is Christ's
love for everyone. He also be-
lieves that the ministry's "ecumen-
ical aspects are fairly strong. The
ministry is one of amrmauon oi
persons," Dowling said, "ana
stress the worth of individuals.
It is Dowling's feeling that the
Catholic church "does care about
Catholics in higher education. And
it is the interest of the Church to
give direction and assist them in
their career pursuits."
When asked about particulars of
the Wooster ministry, Dowling said
"all schools are different in terms
of education and awareness, this
makes the ministry challenging."
"Wooster," Dowling continued,
"is the most aware because of the
diversity of the student body."
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' Wooster Newman Crab" meets
for dinner on Monday at 5:45 p.m.
in Kittredge or at t p.m. in Lowrylit. Those sessions usually revolve
around discussions on various top-
ics. They have met with Amnesty
1 International Club where-th- e subject and theme was on World Hun
ger, also a few weeks past they
discussed the problems involving
racism and the ChristianCatholie
response. Dowling says the group
attempts to take "a moral ap
proach to topics on campus."
Toe Newman Club also meets on
Saturday afternoon at 4:15 in Low-
ry Chapel (McGaw). All of their
meetings are "open to anyone in--
fterested; however, the thrust is
Catholic" We want to "share our
common beliefs." Dowling said.
Awards- --
Continued from Page f
Wright; The Maxine R. Leohr
Piano Scholarship. Toni R. Arnold:
The Lubrizol Scholarship for chem-
istry. Michael L. Gould.
The Albert Gordon McGaw Me-
morial Scholarship, Karen A. Ami--
eo; Tne Bernaad Plan Award in
Economies, Rose M, Wetter. Wendy
S. WlHey; Preiser Foundation
Scholarship. Miriam J. Rader; The
Helen Secrest Scholarship, Rose M.
WeUer; The Karl Thrum p Scholar-
ship in Music. Karen -- M. Davis;
The Dr. John Gardner Weeks
Scholarship. Shirley L. Bennet,
Bianco R. Tomasinl; and The
Ralph A. Young Scholarship, John
R. Jones. '
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Salads of Heroic Proportions
1-- 1
SeideVsievs Examined
DcmiolJ. S&cr&i
Teaee i leave with yon. Mr
peiee I give to you." Very beauti-
ful, very Important words to. a
Christian'! faith.
Also very badly used hy llr.
Seidel in his article last week ("On
Defense and Morality"). He makes
some very broad assumptions
about the Freeze people. He is, in
short, wrong (again).
Had he taken the time to read
about the Nuclear Freeze proposal,
he would have found out that it
calls for a bHateral freeze (Isn't
that what you've been yelling
about, llr. Seidel?). Vocal Chris-
tian leaders have been taUdg about
what the people want, condemning
the massive arms buildup at the
expense of the people of the nation.
This administration has gone so far
as to call these bishops and priests
immoral (Bather, Undersecretary
of the Navy Lehman has the
Administration has made no move
to quiet or oppose him) for support-
ing the Freeze. -- .
Peace is immoral?
"Blessed are the peacemakers,
for they shall be called children of
God," Apparently, llr. Seidel has
never bothered to read this passage
from the Beatitudes (St Matthew
5:1 . Peacemaking never has and
never will include preparing for
war. which is exactly what the
world is doing now. Peace can nev-
er be attained when there are so
many implements of destruction at
hand. There are near to 30,000
nuclear missiles in the world today.
The Physicians for Social Responsi-
bility an honorable group if ever
there was one estimates that
even if only 10 percent of the
missiles belonging to the US and
USSR were exchanged, the resul-
tant destruction of the ozone layer
would allow enough ultra-viol- et ra-
diation through to destroy life on
earth. We have reached the point
where overkO is .a ridiculous un-
derstatement We no longer should
attempt disarmament we must
and we must succeed; otherwise,
there is no hope. We have reached
the fork in the road, and the
direction we take determines
whether we live or die.
Now, 1 should like to dwell for a
moment on your chosen method to
get your pout across. Quoting Je-
sus Christ in favor of arming for
Armageddon? Next youH be quot-
ing Marx and saying that he sup-
ports capitalism! What you have
done offends me (as well as many
others) to the very core of my
being. "(He did not rebuke) the
centurion for not having unilateral-
ly beaten his sword into a plows-
hare." The only people who expect-
ed the Christ to do that were the
Zealots (and we all know what
happened to them at lfasada).
Christ came not to be a politician:,
in this respect you are, for once,
right Mr. SeideL However,, this
momentary flash of intelligence did
not deter you from saying that
Christ's teachings have no place in
public and political events. Where,
then, are they to be experienced?
Limiting them to the churches is
only for the self-righteo- us who feel
that as long as they say they are
Christian, they are saved. Chris-
tianity is not a belief, it is a
commitment a commitment to live
life as Christ taught us to live. I am
far from being the ideal Christian.
However, I do realize at least that
Christ is not something to he left on
the shea except tor one hour onSunday. And the leaders who claim
to believe in the separtionof church
and state still find themselves
guided (although not very well) by
the Judaeo-Christia- n moral code.. .
We are talking about the survival
of the world, not some.aged lead
ers dented machismo. And mis-cruoti- nx
- or at least misunder
standingthe Scriptures doesn't
help. -
Writer Distressed
By Seidel Article
To the Editor:
We are deeply distressed by War-
ren Seidel's article in last week's
Voice entitled "On Defense and
Morality." In this article he uses
the words of Christ to defend a
position we feel totally contradicts
Christ's life and teaching. .
Mr. Seidel protests the clergy's
denial of, "What the laymen think
is a legitimate form of self-defense- ,"
namely the arms race.
Christ's life and death are the very
embodiment of non-resistan- ce and
suffering under aggression,Satientesus did not command us to pre-
pare to -- attack other people to
protect ourselves, or even to coun-
terattack. He said, "If anyone hits
you on one cheek, let him hit the
other one too; if someone takes
your coat let him have your shirt
as welL Give to everyone who asks
yon for something and when some- -
one taxes sometnmg oz yours oo no
ask for it back. Do for others Just
what you want them to do for you."
Mr. Seidel seems to think that it
is "deceptive" to use the Bible and
Christ's example to support the
Freeze or unilateral disarmament
We can only ask. Would the man
who commanded us to love our
neighbor as ourself, and who lived
by this commandment have sup-Dort-ed
the building of a nuclear
arsenal which could kCl every per
son on earth many times-over- r
Seidel's attempt to use the bttli-c- al
story of Jesus and the Roman
centurion to support his view that
Christ was not a pacifist is totally
ludicrous. The message of this sto
ry is of Christ's unconoiuonai love
and the centurion's faith. It in no
wav indicates that our Lord was a
member of the Roman Army Fan
Club!!
a major shortcoming of those
who support a nuclear arms build-
up is that they fail to consider the
possible evil consequences of what
seems to be a reasonable course of
action, namely blowing up the
world! Also, nuclear weapons
spending literally steals food from
the mouths of the starving people
of the third world, and takes much
needed jobs from Americans. This
can hardly be called "Taking up
arms for the defense of Justice, law
and the betterment of mankind"!
--V...- Beth Mabel
'
' Karen Sapio
Nestle's Boycott Continues 1(
On Nation's College Campuses
- WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) --
The five-year-o- ld campus boycott
of Nestle Company will go on,
boycott organizers say despite
Nestle's announcement last week
that it would try to comply with
some of the boycotters demands.
. Organizers put the announcement
down as a "smokescreen," pointing
out the company made a similar
announcement last spring.
Last week Nestle unveiled recom-
mendations drawn up by "an inde-
pendent audit committee" headed
by former U.S. Senator and presi-
dential candidate Edmund Ifuskie.
Company officials announced
they'd comply with the recommen-
dations, including issuing more ex-
plicit instructions for the proper
use of its infant food formula mar-
keted in Third World countries.
In addition to its well-know- n
chocolate products. Nestle owns
Libby's Foods, Stouffer's Inns.
Beechnut Gum, L'Oreal Cosmetics,
and is the world's largest supplier
of infant food formula.
The boycott centers around the
company's infant formula market-
ing practices in lesser-develop- ed
countries around the world. Irre-
sponsible distribution and sales of
the product, boycott organizers
say, result in needless nutrition and
health hazards to infants in those
countries.
College campuses have often
been the source of boycott actions.
At Notre Dame. UCLA, the Univer-
sity of Maryland, Berkeley, Ober-li-n,
and a number of Minnesota
colleges, students have voted not
only to supoport the boycott in
general, but to restrict ue sales ox
Nestle products on campus.
The Muskie commission findings.
boycotters say. are Just another
"smokescreen tactic" designed to
make boycott supporters think that
Nestle is complying wttn wona
Health Organization (WHO) guide
lines.
"It's one thing to release instruc
tions," notes Ola Sholbowale. edito
rial director for the Infant Formula
Action Committee (INFAC) based
WEYS ALIGNMENT- -
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
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in Minneapolis, "but --it's another
thing to effectively monitor" ase of
the formula in developing coun-
tries. . -
INFAC, a coalition of campus
and community organizations Cast-
ing for more controls of infant
formula distribution, was the pri-
mary force in organizing the boy-
cott in 1S7T.
Among other things, INFAC has
charged that by distributing free
samples. Nestle encourages Third
World mothers to use infant formu-
la in lieu of breast feeding. Conse-
quently, motherr often find their
own mCk dries up, and they are
forced to buy additional formula.
Boycott supporters also claim
mothers are not properly informed
about using, the formula. Often,
they say, mothers dilate the mix-ta- re
too much, slowly starving
their babies to death.
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Students, Faculty Attend
GLCA Women's Conference
BY AL CLEVELAND
"Seeing Our Way Clear: Femin-
ist Revision of The Academy" was
the theme of the Eighth Annual
Great Lakes College Association's
Women's Studies Conference held
Not. 5-- 7 in Rochester, Indiana.
The College of Wooster contin-
gent included professors Susan
Figge. Patricia Wittberg, Thalia
Gouma-Peterso- n, and Josephine
Wright with Juniors Al Cleveland
and Pam Ruff. Last year, Wooster
was not represented at the confer-
ence.
The opening keynote address was
delivered by Margaret V. Mcin-
tosh, Program Director of the
Wellesley College Center for Re-
search on Women. Mcintosh, using
the metaphor of a mountain, sug
gested that we move towards a
"valley-centere- d university." The
closing keynote speech "When We
Dream Together" was given by
Barbara zanota. Ethics and inter
national Relations af Harvard Di-
vinity School. The first address was
very practical while the last was
more Utopian in the Re-Visi- on of
the Academy.
Gouma-Peterso- n presented a pa-
per entitled "Elisabeth Catlett: The
Power of Human Feeling and Art"
and Wright presented a paper enti-
tled "Black Women in Cultivated
Art Music: Continuity of an Histori-
cal Perspective." These women led
a session "Black Women In The
Arts."
Joan Straumanis, Associate Pro-
vost and Professor of Philosophy at
Kenyon College, directed a session
dealing with language and the
Institute For Humane Studies
Announces Fellowship Program
"Six undergraduates and three
graduate students will be awarded
IHS Fellowships worth $70,000 in
the 'O-'- M academic year," said
Walter E. Grinder, Vice President
for Academic Programs of the
Menlo Park (CA) based Institute
for Humane Studies.
Announcing IHS's Claude R.
Lambe Fellowship program. Grind-
er continued "Each Fellowship will
cover the student's tuition for a
year, plus an expense stipend. The
undergraduate Fellowship! allocate
tuition expense to a maximum of
18,000, plus a stipend of $1,500 for a
total of up to $7,500. The graduate
Fellowships will cover tuition also
to a maximum of $8,000, plus a
stipend of $3,000 up to $9,000."
Grinder went on to say, "We are
accepting applications for Fellow-
ships from all qualified students.
Fellowships will be awarded on a
competitive basis. There are four
criteria: First, students must ex-
press an intent to pursue an intel-
lectual Career, either academic or
professional (By professional, we
mean careers in law, journalism,
speechwriter, and so on.) Secondly,
students must have demonstrated a
high level of academic perform-
ance. Thirdly, students should have
a clearly demonstrated interest in
classical liberal ideas. Lastly, the
i wim y amy mm
pected to focus on some aspect of
the humane sciences and to fall
within the tradition of classical
liberal thought.
"I must point out one qualifica-
tion to the Fellowships awards. IHS
Fellowship will not be awarded to
students who have full-tuiti- on schol-
arships from other sources. We will
award Fellowship to students hav-
ing partial scholarships. In that
case, the IHS Fellowship will cover
that portion of tuition not covered
by the other scholarship."
The undergraduate Fellowships
will be awarded to full-tim- e stu-
dents who will have junior or senior
standing at the college of their
ehnirf at the beginning of Fall
term, 1883. The students must in-
tend to pursue graduate studies,
either in the humane sciences or in
a professional program, such as
law or journalism.
The three graduate Fellowships
will be awarded to students at any
point in their graduate program.(This includes students who have
been accepted to a graduate pro-
gram, and who will begin their
studies in Fall. 1983.) These gra
duate fellowships are available to
full-tim- e students in the humane
sciences, in law, or in journalism.
"The humane sciences," Grinder
explained, "are those disciplines
which traditionally deal with the
moral and economic choices in
volved in human intercourse.
Therefore, we believe, the concept
of liberty, or even the presumption
of freedom of choice, is necessarily
central to those disciplines. Among
them we include history, iurisprud
ence, econmics and political econo-
my, moral and political philosophy,
psychology and sociology."
Grinder said, "The Institute fori
humane studies is firmly grounded!
in the classical liberal tradition, as
we interpret it in our programs and
publications, classical liberalism(or as we often say, real liber al--j
ism) includes among its principles
the recognition of inalienable ihdw
vidual rights and the dignity and
worth of each individual; protecH
tion of those rights through the!
institutions of individual private
property, contract, and the rule oft
law, and through freely-evolve- d in-
termediary institutions: advocacy
of the ideal of voluntarism in all
humane relations, including sup-
port of the virtues of the unham-
pered market mechanism in eco
nomic affairs; and upholding the
goals of free trade, free migration.
and peace in international affairs.
"I think the student interested in
applying for an IHS Fellowship has
to look at the classical liberal
tradition to determine if he or she
fits into that tradition. The classi
cal liberal mode of interpreting and
exploring the social world has a
long and honorable tradition, that!
stretches at least from John Locke)
and Adam Smith right up to today,
with the novel ideas being ex
pressed by many ltberatarian
scholars, such as the Harvard phH
losopher Robert Noxick and thel
Nobel Prise-winni- ng economist and
social philsopher r.A. Hayek.
"I would encourage all students
who feel that they fit into this
tradition of classical liberalism to
apply for the Fellowship program
right away. The deadline for eom-- j
pleted applications is Febraury 1,
1983. We will announce the Fellow
ships awarded on ApriL
For further information and foil
application packets, please write to
Walter E. Grinder, Vice President
for Academic Programs, Institute!
for Humane Studies, P.O. Box 1149,
Menlo Park, CA 94025.
"SexValue Shift." Straumanis
uses the SexValue Shift as the
tendency of sex-link- ed terms to
alter predictably in meaning over
time. Other highlights of the con
ference were the connecting and
special interest groups, the per-
formance by WomanShine, the cir-
cle dances, and a wonderful buffetlunch.
Lewis Discusses German
Attitudes Before W.W.I
Continued from Page 1
they thought, would only weaken a
nation and make war more likely.
In Germany it was even suggested
that the peace movement was
being funded and supported by the
Russian Czar and secret police.
The belief in the strong link
between military power and peace
is reflected in the German art of
this period. Popular art often de-
picted German national leaders
flanked by angels and the symbols
of military might Germany was
pictured as the strong armed na-
tion standing between Europe and
the destructive power of Russia.
As the decade before the first
world war progressed, says Lewis,
the German attitude toward war
became even more apocalyptic.
War was often seen not only as
Bean peace movement which be-ev-edthat a liberal evolution
process could replace violence by
moral persuasion. Ivan Block wrote
that the war of the future would
result in unprecedented slaughter
due to the new kinds of weapons.
Because of the destructive power of
these new weapons, he said, no
nation could contemplate war. .
This peace movement, states
Lewis, was not very popular. The
socialists opposed it because they
wanted violent revolution to usher
in a new world order, and the
established governments and many
intellectuals scorned it because
they believed that peace was only
possible through maintaining deter-
rent military power. Disarmament, --
inevitable, out also as desirable.
War would be a cathartic good
which would purge Europe's decay-
ing industrial society. In popular
art at this time war was depicted
as a giant rising out of the earth todestroy a decadent society.
When the war came, there was
an initial period of great exhilara-.-tio- n.
Said on student who volun-
teered for the German army, "Atlast! -War comes over one like a
release." But, Lewis explains thisfeeling was quickly replaced by
disillusionment Instead of purify-
ing industrial society, the war was
a grim and bloody product of itThe apocalyptic singing stopped.
In the 1930's, though, this apoca-lyptic vision returned with the new
Nazi movement Popular art once
again began to depict war with
heroic images from pre-mode- rn
times. Hitler was shown as a silverknight who would lead Germany
into a glorious new era.
We must learn from the past
examples of apocalyptic thinking,
says Lewis, if we are to plan a
livable future in our world.
BURGERS -- BENATAR - BLUE JEANS
You Just bought a Whopper and Fries at Burger King for supper. As you sit at the
table squeezing out your individual portion of Grada A fancy catsup onto your
baggy of Golden Browns, you remember that you are full of lunchtime Chicken
McNuggets belch. You can't finish off the last comer of your Whopper. So you
take what's left back, to the cutie behind the counter to ask If she'll buy It back and
maybe sell It again to someone less fortunate than yourself (you're smiling
hopefully here). She tells you to stuff It In your McNuggets..
Pat Benatar Is spinning on the stereo for nigh the two hundredth time. There
are ruts In the record "Precious Time" has run out An Idea festers In your brain.
You tumble over to the Mall. "Excuse me Miss, would you please buy this record
back, I paid good hard cash for It." "But, young youth, this record Is used. In fact,
It's abused." "I realize this Miss, but my musical taste has matured and I no longer
care for this artist" "I'm sorry, young youth, but it would be ridiculous for us to
buy used albums, would you?" Youth scratches head, returns home preplexed
You rise from your seat at the end of your BUS 100 lecture and detect a
worn spot In a strategic location of your Calvin Klein Classics. You carry your low-slu-g
books to the car, then motor out to the Mall. "Excuse me sir, I bought these
jeans here only five months ago and they are beginning to show wear as you can
see (sheepish grin). How much will you give me for them?" (pause) "ARE YOUR
CRAZY? GET OUT OF HEREII"
Downtrodden, depressed, you trudge off to the Bookstore. Fall finals are over
and you have yourself 83 bucks worth of books on your hands. They are dog-eare- d,
highlighted, but Intact You raise your eyes to meet the clerk's behind the
counter you mutter silently, "Money Please?" She checks out your five books,
buys three, give you $30. A rip off? No other business you can name even gives you
the chance to unload stuff you have used. Look, nothing In this world Is free but,
CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS Is an opportunity to recover a piece of the price you pay
for education. It's a service The Bookstore offers so that It can provide cheaper
books to the kids next semester. It's one of the few ways to keep ahead of
publisher prices.so leave your burger, Benatar and blue jeans at home, but bring
"In your books. We will give you cash for them.
We'll Pay Cash For Your Doolxs
On November 19f 20f 22 pnd 23
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Fewer Students;;
Take Advantage
Of GSXs
COLORADO SPRINGS.' CO(CPS) Fewer students are taking
oat fewer Guranteed Student Loans(GSLs) than last Tear, despite con-
tinuing worries about a shortage of
student aid funds, a panel at a
conrention of aid agencies reported
here last week.
According to the report, prepared
by the New York State Higher
Education Services Corporation, al-
most 500.CC0 fewer students took
out GSLs from October.-U- tl
through last August than during the
prior year.
Nationwide; students took out 22.2
I billion in GSLs -- during the year,
i compared to $3.8 billion the year
it before.
"I think its because students
don't believe there are any GSLs
available," speculated an Indiana
University aid official, who said
applications for GSLs appear to be
down in Bioomington, too. "People
may not even be bothering to
-
-
'
apply." - -
In presenting the study results.
New York loan, agency y ice Presi- -
k dent Peter Keitel said tne major
reason for tne decline is tne --neeas
test" imposed Oct. 1. 181.
Since then, students from fami-
lies earning S30.000 or more a year
have had to demonstrate financial
need in order to get a GSL.
S.GrAJ3ri&, :
Tickets for the end of the. quarter
bus to Cleveland Hopkins Airport-wil- l
be on sale until Monday (Nov.
15); Each one way ticket costs $5.
The bus wEl be leaving on Nov. 23
at t:30 a.m. and vans wd be
leaving at 5:00 that afternoon. Tick-
ets are also on sale for the return,
bus, which will leave the airport at
5 p.m. on January 2. If you have
any questions, contact Sue Clydes-
dale, Box
.mi.' ; -- r.. . r
Dont forget" to check out "the
bookboard located by the confer-
ence rooms in Lowry. Good way to
beat the high price of. the book'
store! . .
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Uartr Harinos tamos for the
Baldwin Wallace. Wooster fell to
PelagaEL ! --'.-v
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Xtfooster's
Scots Lose
But Were
- if r,
. As predicted, the Wooster- - Fight-
ing Scots' football team came up
with an upset on Saturday. The
Scots upset Baldwin-Walla- ce physi-
cally, mentally and almost literal-
ly. The finat score waslT-S-, 3ald-win-WaHa- ee.
-
-
The Scots ut together their most
impressive showings on both' of-
fense and defense Saturday. The
Yellow Jaekets, meanwhile,
seemed to be trapped between the
29 yard lines.ezcept lor two key
Pr- - . v ". -
r
at last Saturday's game with
B--W, 17-- 3. Photo by Rodger A.
OAQ cjkamps ih action Wednesday,
To B-- W
Impressive
The first leer plav was on Bald-
win Wallace's fourth possession of
the first quarter. Only 1:10 re-
mained - in the quarter and it
seemed the Scots might sneak out
with only a 3--0 deficit.
. Dino MafUntnono took the han-dof- f.
went around left tackle and all
the way int Aheendxone from 71
yards out to give the Yellow Jack-
ets a 10--0 lead.
The B-- W team offense only was
inside the-- Wooster 29 yard line
twice; once to the 15 setting up
Steve Varga's 32 yard field goal,
and once to the 18, but then moved
back to the 27 because of a penalty.
The Scots came up with fantastic
plays an afternoon. Just to mention
a few: Tom Nelson's sack of Brian
Ifoore, the B--W QB, to stop one B--W
drive; Marty Ifarinos. Randy
Benefield and Matt Kreuter making
spectacular catches of Ron Wright
passes; Larry, Ashbaugh recover-
ing a Moore fumble to thwart
another drive ; Steve Sibbio's
blocked field, goal in the Jthirdquarter; " Darren 1 Barr, Mike
'Boomer" Barrett, and Rob Rettin-ge- rs
interceptions ' and GiGi La-if-fs
field goaL-- '
,The aecopd.key play was to the
Scots'' undoing as far as having a
chance .at.; victory-vWit- h 4:U re-
maining in the game, the Scots had
the bail on their own' 451 and had
plenty of time to, drive and score.
They were down' 10-- 3 at' the time
,(GiGi- - kicked his ; eld goal --with
6:31 remaining) and tne time was
.right for the bigplay
v. There was only one trouble. B--W
had the big play, not the Scots.
-- On a third and thirteen, Ron
Wright dropped back into the poc-
ket shifted to his right and looked
down and in for Steve Ramos.
Ramos had made his cut send the
pass from Wright was behind him.
; Larry Mills picked the ball off for
Tte Wa VaiMMa W.
B--W , ran down the sideline and cut
back across the middle for a 47
yard ' touchdown return with the
' Th rmt thii nmc mnV of reach.
but the Scots didn--t give up. They
the YeUow Jackets threatened
the goal line again. They were
denied agam, tnoogn. ana ue game
ended with the ball in B-- Wt hands.
For the season. Ron Wright did
an excellent job as the Scots' Q3.
With his freshman receiving corps,
Wright let fly with 252 passes. Be
completed 120 for a AT completion
rate. Eis total yards passing for the
season. 1CS2. was a new Wooster
record. So was the career yardage
passing total which he eclipsed in
the B--W game: 2301.
Computer
Contlnofd from Page 1
(PCITs). The PCTTs will provide
the hookup for student - computers.
Havhotm predicts that "mini
computers will be the high school
graduation gift of the future, re-
placing typewriters"- - and it is on
this assumption that the new sys-
tem is based. -- ' .""--".
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COQCTAJ. LOUNGE
OHN WBKMTS S fM TO I AM '
ftSMT S tATUBAV S Ml i AM
SUNDAY - CAMY-OU- T ONLY
S PM TO It AM
Prl
i.t
r'iScots
Win
Fourney ',
Cocfianed from Ptgv 1
minutes after that, George Mauser
collided with an OWU striker arl .both of them had to be assisUl
from the field. The large erorl
counted down the last 19 seconds tt
play' as the Scots cleared the tzl
downfield for the final time tzi
became the 1322 OAC Champions!
Two records 'were set in tie
game, one by each of the t
captains. Mike Buckley set tie'
record for number of sires in crs
season by a Wooster goalkeercr.-betterin- g
the old record by size.
George Mauser set the new reccrJ
for number of times playing in a
Wooster uniform an amating 5
CLASSIFIEDS
MAXWELL'S STEAK HOUSE:
Fine, grain fed beef New York
Strip, $5.95. House Specialty., Fres
cake with Birthday dinner. One
mile from Buckeye Mart, located .
on Rt. 3 North. Telephone: 345-43- 1 K
'
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Bennett Delivers Lecture For Lincoln Chair Award
Owtlniied from Page 1
vidualz because any altruistic mo
tives that the individual may hold
are overruled by the group's self-intere- st.
The result is that groups
are always less readily responsive
to moral persuasion than individu-
als. This means that, as Bennett
notes, "it (becomes) awfully hard
to see the world as it appears to
those on the other side (to groups
with differing political and social
ideologies)."
Niebuhr's ideology. Christian
Realism, was not anti-America- n,
however. He supported the war
effort against Hitler's Germany be-
cause he believed that the evil in a
Hitler victory would be far greater
than that in waging the war against
it. For this reason he was strong
critic of the Pacifist movement of
that day.
In The Nature and Destiny of
Man, Niebuhr further clarified
Christian Realism by emphasizing
both the universality of sin and the
idea of the positive influence of God
in history in both within and out-
side of the Christian community.
His originally staunch pro-Col- d
War views moved toward urging
for a mutual understanding of Sovi-
et and American cultures.
The Christian Realist perspective
moved further away from its Cold
War stance. Bennett remembered
that "there were rejections of the
hard-lin- e policy of Dulles ... recon-
siderations of our country's attitude
toward Communist China, and the
revolutionary movements of the
Third World. Niebuhr himself came
to oppose America's policy in Viet
Nam."
After this description of the evo-
lution of Christian Realism, Ben-
nett turned toward its application
in our society today. He empha-
sized that because there is the
potential for such a tremendous
catastrophe, the major imperative
for Christian Realist's today is the
nuclear arms race. Bennett said:
"The greatest danger to the world
today is not the Soviet Union, but
nuclear war. Both superpowers
are. today, trapped in an arms race
and oar country is intent on accel
erating the arms race and negotia-
tions to reduce nuclear armaments
... seem to be secondary to our own
vast military buildup.
"I hope that the remarkable suc-
cess of the Freeze movement has
sent a message to the administra-
tion and it will be heeded. Moreo-
ver, misperceptions of the Soviet
Union by our leaders could be a
contributing factor in making a
nuclear war more likely. It is a
very general assumption, pressed
by our President, that the Soviet
Union is seeking to dominate the
world for the sake of revolution."
Bennett, to support his conten-
tion, cited the opinions of George
Kennan, Avriel Harriman (former
ambassadors to the USSR) and
former Secretary of Defense Rob-
ert McNamara, among others.
All bold views that run counter to
the commonly held perception that
the Soviet Union seeks to dominate
the world. Bennett stressed the
need for the U.S. to understand the
Russian intentions and vice-ver-sa
because 'misperception by either
side or the other is extremely
dangerous."
The potential consequences of a
nuclear war are too great to risk,
he noted. In addition to the immedi-
ate and long-ter- m deaths, injuries
and physical disabilities that would
result, environmental damage, the
extent of which is virtually incalcu-
lable, would have long-ter- m ramifi-
cations for the survivors.
Bennett rasied the issue of one
consequence which is less frequent-
ly examined than the others. This
consequence is one of moral dam-
age. To this issue. Bennett turned
to two questions posed by Reinhoid
Niebuhr in 1SC1. In the event of a
nuclear war. "Could a civilization,
loaded with the monstrous guilt
connected with a nuclear catastro-
phe, have enough moral guilt to
survive?" He also wondered how
the U.S. leaders at that time could
be so complacent about the fact
that physical survival could seem
now to mean our moral annihila-
tion.
While the arms buildup should be
a Christian Realist's major con--
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cern. Bennett pointed out that eco-
nomic justice, because of its
present and long-ru- n impacts, must
also be a goal to be actively sought
While he railed against, the idea
that strict economic equality was
either possible or desirable, Ben-
nett expressed the need for an
equitable economic distribution. He
noted that "today our country is
controlled by people who give high-
est priority to productivity and
almost no place to justice as an
independent norm with claims at
every stage in the productive
process. They are convinced that if
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they have time to Implement their
principles, everyone will benefit in
the end and so emphasis on their
economic prescriptions take the
place of
.
any independent, concern
of justice."
A just economic policy at home
also has far-reachi- ng implications
for our foreign policy, for. Bennett
said. "These issues of Justice with-
in our nation are related to our
responsibility in the worlds When
we are true to our best conditions
as a nation, our norm of influence
in the world is the most beneficent
aspect of our power."
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